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Abstract: The paper addresses the questions of abusive content identification in the Internet. It is presented the solving 
of the task of toxic online comments classification, which was issued on the site of machine learning Kaggle 
(www.Kaggle.com) in March of 2018. Based on the analysis of initial data, four models for solving the task are 
proposed: logistic regression model and three neural networks models - convolutional neural network (Conv), long short-
term memory (LSTM), and Conv + LSTM. All models are realized as a program in Python 3, which has simple structure 
and can be adapted to solve other tasks. The results of the classification problem solving with help of proposed models 
are presented. It is concluded that all models provide successful solving of the task, but the combined model Conv + 
LSTM is the most effective, so as it provides the best accuracy. 
INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenal development of computer science and communications has given us one of the greatest 
innovations of the 21st century "the Internet", where one can communicate with anyone on this planet having only 
two things: access to the Internet and a smart phone. 
The actual start of the Internet was in 1990, when Tim Berners-Lee developed the first Web browser called 
World Wide Web [1]. At that time, communication between two people was accomplished via e-mail servers and it 
was filled with spam emails. To solve this problem many algorithms were developed, which successfully classified 
emails as spam or not spam [2]. Nowadays, the flow of data over the internet has grown dramatically, especially 
with the appearance of social networking sites. Due to this, an important task now is the development of algorithms 
to automatically classify the social networks content as "positive" or "negative", in order to prevent possible harm to 
the society. 
In recent years there have been many cases in which authorities arrested some users of social sites because of 
negative (abusive) content of their personal pages. For example, one Man in Thailand was jailed for 35 years for 
insulting monarchy on Facebook (https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/09/man-jailed-for-35-years-in-
thailand-for-insulting-monarchy-on-facebook), and the educational authority in the southern USA state of 
Mississippi did not find a better option than to expel a teacher from the Batesville Intermediate Primary School, 
because of a racist comment on her Facebook page about dark-skinned people 
(https://www.clarionledger.com/story/news/2017/09/20/mississippi-teacher-fired-after-racist-facebook-
post/684264001/). 
Hence, there is a great need to classify these posts and comments before they are published. 
In this paper, the application of such machine learning methods as "logistic regression" and "neural network" is 
considered to solve the problem of text classification. Nowadays, these methods are widely used in economic, 
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environmental, medical and other studies [3-6]. The task is solved on the example of data of the site Kaggle.com 
(machine learning site: https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge, 16.03.2018), 
which has released recently a competition on the classifying of online comments into six rankings and set a prize for 
top three contenders. 
TEXT CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM 
It is easy for human to classify images or text, but it is difficult for computers, which deal only with numbers, 
and to be more accurate, they process numbers in the form of electrical impulses. Therefore, any data must be 
converted into that form so computer can process it and give us back the result. The text classification algorithms 
use Natural Language Processing (NLP), Data Mining, and Machine Learning techniques to classify online 
comments [7-9]. Thus, before classifying, we have to analyze and vectorize the input data, and extract features from 
the text. 
Looking at the data of Kaggle, we can see two csv files: "train.csv" and" test.csv". We use Python 3 software and 
its packages such as Pandas to upload these files, manipulate and examine the data (see Fig. 1-3). 
 
  
FIGURE 1. Result of "train_data.head". 
 
 
FIGURE 2. Result of "test_data.head". 
 
 
FIGURE 3. Basic information of the data. 
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The above figures show that the training data file has 8 columns and 159571 rows and test data file has two 
columns and 153164 rows. We are interested in the second column of both datasets and the last six columns of the 
training data set. To get more clear vision of what is in this datasets, the diagrams in Fig. 4 may be used. 
 
FIGURE 4. Data distribution on the classes. 
 
From Fig. 4 it is obvious that most of the comments do not belong to any class; the "threat" and "identity hate" 
classes have the lowest number of comments; the most of comment does belong to "insulting" and "obscene" 
classes.  
In order to solve the problem of classification we have to define some variables including X, Y: 
 
class_names = ['toxic', 'severe_toxic', 'obscene', 'threat', 'insult', 'identity_hate']. 
 
X_train, is the comment in the training dataset, X_test, is the comment in the test dataset, and Y_train the last six 
columns of the training dataset. 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL 
Since the Y_train has just two values 0 and 1, we are going to implement logistic regression model, but before 
that we are going to extract features from each comment using CountVectorizer from sklearn.feature_extraction.text. 
At first, we have to append the test data to the training data to vectorize the text and avoid any dimensional error. 
Then, we split it again to the original variables, but this time the type of data has changed from <class 
'pandas.core.series.Series'> into <class 'scipy.sparse.csr.csr_matrix'>. Next, we call import LogisticRegression and 
fit X_train with Y_train. 
The idea here is to implement logistic regression for each output column using the model with X_train, 
Y_train[class_names[i]]; then to make a prediction for X_test; then to store the result into the data set Y_test 
appending it to the test data and storing in a csv file. 
NEURAL NETWORK MODELS 
The appearance of recurrent neural network (RNN) and long-term short-term memory (LSTM) has provided 
great progress in the processing of multimedia data and produced the most advanced results in speech recognition, 
digital signal processing, video processing and text data analysis. The RNN architecture provides a tool for 
processing and searching for hidden patterns in data such as text [10]. The layer LSTM are especially designed to 
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avoid the long-term dependency problem in neural network. Remembering of information for long periods of time is 
practically their default behavior, not something they could be taught. 
Convolutional neural network (CNN) - the special architecture of artificial neural networks, proposed by Jan 
Lekun in 1988 and aimed at effective image recognition, is part of deep learning technologies. The network uses 
some features of the human visual cortex, in which so-called simple cells reacting to straight lines from different 
angles were discovered, and complex cells whose reaction is associated with the activation of a certain set of simple 
cells. Thus, the idea of convolutional neural networks consists in the alternation of convolution layers and pooling 
layers. The network structure is unidirectional (without feedbacks), essentially multilayered. For training, standard 
methods are used, most often the method of back propagation of the error. The function of activation of neurons 
(transfer function) may be any, at the choice of the researcher. 
The third model is a combination of RNN and CNN and all models have an embedding layer. A word embedding 
is a class of approaches for representing words and documents using a dense vector representation where a vector 
represents the projection of the word into a continuous vector space. It would take three parameters max_features, 
embed_size, input_length of 50000,128,100 respectively. The architecture of LSTM and RNN can be seen in Fig. 5, 
and they always end up within output shape of 6 since we have six classes. 
FIGURE 5. The architecture of used CNN (a) and RNN (b) networks. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A 0.1 of the training data set was used (that is 15958 comments) to estimate the accuracy of the algorithm in both 
methods and obtained the values of 0.91 and 0.9820 using logistic regression and LSTM + conv, respectively. Table 
1 shows the comparison of the accuracy between the three types of neural network models tested on 0.33 of the 
training data. The best model in this paper, which contains 2 LSTM layers and 4 conv layers, has has got a score of 
0.9645. On the information of the site Kaggle.com, the first place in the competition has a model with score of 
0.985. So, the results obtained here can be improved that can be done, in particular, by the varying of such 
parameters as maxfeatures and maxlen, which are experimental ones. 
TABLE 1. Comparing the validation results of the neural network on 0.33 of the training data. 
Network type Layers Loss Acc Val_loss Val_acc
LSTM+CONV (2+4) 0.0423 0.9839 0.0522 0.9816
CONV layer 4 0.0268 0.9893 0.0585 0.9806
LSTM layer 1 0.2117 0.9680 0.2228 0.9639
The considered models are represented as a script in Python 3, which is in free access 
(https://github.com/aldkak/toxic_text_classification) and may be used to extract comments from social sites and 
classify them according to the requirements of users. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the paper, four models for online abusive comments classification are proposed, which are: logistic regression 
model and three neural networks models - convolutional neural network (Conv), long short-term memory (LSTM), 
and Conv + LSTM. Based on the obtained results, one can conclude that the most effective is the combined model 
Conv + LSTM, which provides the best accuracy: 0.9820 and 0.9645 when testing on 0.1 and 0.33 of the training 
data set respectively. All models are realized as a script in Python 3, which is in free access and may be used to 
extract comments from social sites and classify them according to the requirements of users. 
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